
qualization techniques which can combat and/or exploit
the frequency-selectivity of the wireless channel are of

enormous importance in the design of high data rate wireless
systems. Although such techniques have been studied for over
40 years, wireless systems have evolved rapidly over the last
few decades, necessitating a new mindset in the design and
analysis of equalization techniques. Current and future gener-
ation wireless systems are characterized by their very high
spectral efficiency, the use of multiple input multiple output
(MIMO) systems, presence of rapidly time varying channels
due to high mobility and the availability of partial or no chan-
nel state information at the transmitter and/or receiver. These
characteristics, along with recent developments in signal pro-
cessing and coding suggest the need for paradigm shifts in
equalization strategies for both single-carrier and multi-carrier
based wireless communication systems. 

The requirement for high data rates results in significant
inter-symbol interference for single carrier based systems,
thereby necessitating the use of sophisticated equalization
strategies. One of the most promising ways to deal with this
problem is through the use of iterative (turbo) techniques
which use soft-input soft-output (SISO) signal processing
algorithms. Even though turbo equalization is a computation-
ally efficient way to perform nearly optimal joint equalization
and decoding, the complexity of the SISO algorithms used in
every iteration can become very large when the data rates and
the number of transmit antennas increase. Hence, it is critical
to devise novel SISO equalization algorithms with low com-
plexity, which can trade off complexity for performance in an
efficient way. It is also clearly very important to understand the
limitations and capabilities of such turbo equalization schemes
through analytical/semi-analytical methods and to consider the
design of error correcting codes when turbo receivers are used.
Several papers in this issue focus on these problems.

Another important issue to consider is estimation and track-
ing of time-varying wireless channels. Given the growing
trend in designing broadband MIMO systems, this problem
becomes more and more important as the channel impulse
response is characterized by a large number of parameters.
While the estimation problem is important for both single car-
rier and multicarrier based systems, the time-varying nature of
the channel results in significant inter-carrier interference (ICI)
which becomes a limiting factor for multi-carrier based sys-
tems. Hence, it is crucial to develop appropriate signal pro-
cessing techniques to combat the effects of ICI at the receiver

when multicarrier systems are used. To alleviate this problem
along with the problems of high peak-to-average power ratio
of multicarrier systems and the exploitation of frequency
diversity, several papers in this issue consider single carrier
systems with frequency domain equalization and the associat-
ed channel estimation problems.

Finally, there is a growing trend toward the use of partial
channel state information at the transmitter and jointly opti-
mizing the transmitter/receiver in the presence of such channel
state information. Efficient design of precoding techniques at
the transmitter and equalization techniques at the receiver can
significantly enhance the performance of wireless systems.

The focus of this special issue is on the development of
such novel practical, low complexity equalization techniques,
channel estimation techniques and precoding techniques and in
understanding their potential and limitations when used in
wireless communication systems characterized by very high
data rates, high mobility and the presence of multiple antennas. 

A total of 31 papers were received and after a careful peer-
review process, 15 high quality papers have been selected and
organized into four different sections.

The first set of five papers deal with low complexity soft-
input soft-output equalization/detection algorithms that pro-
vide good performance versus complexity trade-offs. In
“Monte Carlo Equalization for Nonlinear Dispersive Satellite
Channels” , F. Kashif, H. Wymeersch and M. Z. Win describe
a novel equalizer based on Markov chain monte carlo methods
for channels affected by nonlinear dispersion. The proposed
equalizer promises to be a good trade-off between perform-
ance and complexity as significant gains over linear equaliza-
tion are achieved, whereas the complexity is significantly
smaller than that of the forward-backward algorithm. In the
paper “Reduced-Complexity Equalization Techniques for ISI
and MIMO Wireless Channels in Iterative Decoding,” K. K. Y.
Wong and P. J. McLane describe a low complexity soft output
algorithm based on the M-algorithm. The main novelty in their
paper is in the use of the terminated paths in the M-algorithm
to efficiently generate soft-output. This technique is shown to
be very effective for equalization of MIMO frequency selec-
tive channels as even trellises with millions of branches per
interval can be decoded with modest complexity and good per-
formance.  The third in the sequence of five papers in this sec-
tion is “Graph-Based Detection Algorithms for Layered Space-
Time Architecture” by J. Hu and T. Duman. In this paper, the
authors consider the use of graph-based iterative algorithms
for MIMO detection and equalization in layered space-time
architectures. While the use of a graph based detection algo-
rithm for the MIMO detection problem seems natural, so far,
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there have not been many efficient graph-based iterative algo-
rithms for this problem. The authors propose careful approxi-
mations to the optimal graph based algorithm and show that
good performance can be obtained at reduced complexity. In
“Low Complexity Soft-Input Soft-Output Block Decision-
Feedback Equalization,” J. Wu and Y. R. Zheng describe a
soft-output equalizer based on the block decision-feedback
equalizer that processes an entire sequence of symbols at once,
as opposed to the usual symbol-by-symbol processing of con-
ventional decision-feedback equalizers. Their approach prom-
ises low complexity and fast convergence. In“Soft-Output
Sphere Decoding: Algorithms and VLSI Implementation,” C.
Studer, A. Burg, and H. Bölcskei, use sphere decoding to
implement soft-output MIMO detection with flexible trade-
offs between computational complexity and performance.
Their VLSI implementation results show that a combination of
sorting, MMSE processing, LLR clipping, and run-time con-
straints can provide near-max-log performance with complex-
ity only 58% higher than that of a hard-output decoder in the
example considered.

The next set of three papers deal with analytical and semi-
analytical tools for understanding the performance of iterative
equalization and decoding, and novel interpretations of such
algorithms. In “Evolution Analysis of Low-Cost Iterative
Equalization in Coded Linear Systems with Cyclic Prefixes,”
X. Yuan, Q. Guo, X. Wang, and L. Ping develop an SNR-vari-
ance evolution technique as an alternative to the Extrinisic
Information Transfer (EXIT) chart for efficiently and accurate-
ly evaluating the performance of turbo frequency-domain
equalization over time-varying channels. In their approach, the
transfer function of the equalizer/detector is generated analyt-
ically on-the-fly (rather than pre-simulated) in a low-complex-
ity way for each channel realization during the evolution
process. In the next paper titled “LMMSE Turbo Equalization
Based on Factor Graphs,” Q. Guo and L. Ping propose a novel
turbo equalization approach based on factor graphs. The main
novelty is that the factor graphs presented are cycle-free and,
hence, message passing can be used for equalization. They
show that their approach is an efficient realization of the linear
MMSE equalizer based on the entire observation. In “Joint
Iterative Decoding of LDPC Codes for Channels with Memory
and Erasure Noise,” H. D. Pfister and P. H. Siegel present
sequences of irregular LDPC codes that together with iterative
decoding achieve the symmetric information rate of a class of
channels with memory and erasures. They thus prove for the
first-time that iterative decoding can be information-rate loss-
less with respect to maximum-likelihood decoding for some
channels with memory.

The next set of five papers address the issue of communi-
cating through time varying channels and channel estimation
techniques, which are particularly important for broadband
MIMO communications where several parameters in the chan-
nel impulse response need to be estimated and tracked. In
“Communications through Time-Varying Subspace
Channels,” B. Friedlander describes several detection schemes
for communication through a time-varying channel whose
impulse response parameters are unknown, but have known
statistics. The performance of the detection schemes is evalu-

ated as a function of the rank of the channel covariance matrix.
In “Iterative Frequency Domain Channel Estimation for DFT-
Precoded OFDM Systems using In-Band Pilots,” C. T. Tam, D.
Falconer and F. Danilo-Lemoine consider two techniques of
in-band frequency domain multiplexed (FDM) pilots using
interleaved frequency domain multiple access signal with a
Chu sequence for DFT-precoded OFDM or single-carrier (SC)
systems. They show that using FDM pilots in SC systems
facilitates flexible and efficient assignment of signals to avail-
able spectrum. Iterative interference cancellation and channel
estimation techniques are also presented. In the next paper,
“Subblock Processing in MMSE-FDE Under Fast Fading
Environments,” K. Kambara, H. Nishimoto, T. Nishimura, T.
Ohgane, and Y. Ogawa propose sub-block based processing
techniques for frequency domain equalization to combat inter-
symbol interference caused by frequency-selective fading in
single carrier systems. By reducing the processed data block
lengths and introducing a pseudo cyclic prefix technique, they
show that the proposed method effectively decreases the error
floor in fast fading environments. In the paper, “A Novel
Receiver Architecture for Single-Carrier Transmission over
Time-Varying Channels,” Z. Tang and G. Leus propose fre-
quency-domain equalization schemes for a single-carrier com-
munication system transmitting through a fast fading channel
with severe inter-block interference. The proposed techniques
are shown to be effective and numerical results are presented
on the error rate performance of these schemes. Since the over-
head in estimating the channel impulse response can be quite
significant, blind channel estimation is considered in the last
paper in this section “Robust Subspace Blind Channel
Estimation for Cyclic Prefixed MIMO OFDM Systems:
Algorithm, Identifiability and Performance Analysis” by F.
Gao, Y. Zeng, A. Nallanathan and T.-S. Ng. Traditional blind
channel estimation methods, especially those based on the
popular subspace techniques that are consistent in SNR, suffer
from drawbacks including sensitivity to proper channel delay
spread knowledge and breakdown for certain channel realiza-
tions, especially in the MIMO case. To alleviate this problem,
a judicious twist to the problem formulation of blind channel
estimation for MIMO standard OFDM systems is proposed in
this paper. This formulation allows blind MIMO channel iden-
tification without channel delay spread knowledge and without
any restriction on the channel realization.

The last two papers in this issue consider joint optimization
of the transmitter and receiver in the presence of channel state
information at the transmitter. In the first paper “Frequency
Domain Pre-Equalization with Transmit Precoding for MIMO
Broadcast Wireless Channels,” K. B. Letaief and Y. Zhu pro-
pose two novel frequency domain transmitter-based equaliza-
tion schemes employing parallel and successive Tomlinson-
Harashima precoding for broadcast frequency-selective
MIMO channels. The performance of these transmitter-based
equalization schemes is illustrated via analysis and computer
simulation. The joint transceiver optimization of a linear pre-
coder at the transmitter and a linear receiver for point-to-point
MIMO communications using various Mean Squared Error
(MSE) based criteria has been considered before in the litera-
ture. In the paper entitled “A Framework for Designing MIMO
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Systems with Decision Feedback Equalization (DFE) or
Tomlinson-Harashima (TH) Precoding” M.B. Shenouda and T.
N. Davidson extend such joint transceiver optimization to the
cases of (causal) interference cancellation in either a linear
precoder plus DFE receiver or TH precoder plus linear receiv-
er (including modulo operations). Within this unified frame-
work, optimal designs for two broad classes of communication
objectives are proposed, namely those that are Schur-convex
and those that are Schur-concave functions of the logarithms
of the MSEs of the data streams. These optimal designs allow
the solution of several open problems that are detailed in the
paper, and are shown to perform better than their linear trans-
ceiver counterparts.
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